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Making Peace with Life...
Surrender to the Infinite
Peace does not depend on all parties agreeing—that is collusion and compromise—peace depends on
ourselves alone. It is a power of mastery. It is about being at peace with life, in profound surrendered
trust, living and acknowledging the fullness of the moment, in poignantly cherished all-sufficiency. The
moment, lived in fullness, stretches into eternity and brings to it all that is needed.
There are three aspects to surrender1 that may be pondered upon, in order that surrender become a
living power within you. Each moment of consciousness is a miracle, when you acknowledge that you
have been sustained and refined by the Infinite Being, every step of the way.
“In humble awareness explore in wonderment the ever-new regeneration of the miracle of
another. Shaped by the ages, renewed by the moment, they are an incomparable work of
art. Shaped by the ages, renewed by the moment, they are an incomparable work of art.” 4th
precept of Divine Compassion

In this very potent moment that is life, the miracle of consciousness may be revealed through surrender.
The first aspect of surrender is that the possibility of collaboration with Infinite Intent is present in
every moment, in a manner that is accessible and brings quality to life. The moment you surrender,
quality of life is elevated:
 Collaboration through surrender: We can help determine the quality of the journey through
surrender to the Infinite. Every life form, no matter how small, has this capacity.
The second aspect of surrender moves you out of linear time. Time is illusion; beyond it is spontaneous
flow that may be likened to movement in stillness: much like the ripples caused by a pebble dropped in
a pond do not cause water molecules to move in distance, but rather moving is part of a standing
waveform and done in place. In surrender, we may experience deep inner movement, but there is
nothing to become and nothing to get...the 'future', or the field of potentials meets us as standing
waveform; we unfold potentials by our resonance through surrender.
 Spontaneous flow through surrender: Timing is the tool of the illusion of the matrix and
discomfort is its prodding mechanism. Through complete surrender there is no timing, but
spontaneous flow.
The third aspect of surrender is about making a unique contribution to the symphony of the One. Every
being has a unique song that emphasizes different qualities of the One. When you surrender to Infinite
Intent, the process of entrainment by resonance begins. This entrainment not only adds to the Song of
creation, but it also heals the vehicle of consciousness that is your body.
1 From the Book of Gods and Men, by Almine. www.spiritualjourneys.com
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 Connected contribution through harmonic resonance. Every creature contains in some measure
the All. When a note is played on the piano, every note of a similar key vibrates even though
unheard. The living of that which is indivisible and real awakes the same in every other creature.
These are referred to as the “attitudes of stillness”. Surrendered trust is the path that leads to the
silenced mind and peaceful heart. These attitudes of stillness, when lived, form an equation that adds
up to:

“The Deep Peace of Timelessness and Spacelessness.”
In timelessness, there is only spontaneous flow, and in spacelessness, there is the fluidic reshaping of
life according to inner emphasis and illumination of what once was unexpressed.
The alchemy of being is open-ended, and explored further we are given the following. When the
attitudes of stillness are added to the ascension attitudes of love, praise and gratitude, they form an
equation whose sum:

Adoration in Action (ascension attitudes)
+

The Deep Peace of Timelessness and Spacelessness
=

The Endless Supply of Abundant Resources for the Flourishing of Divine Expression
The point of stillness achieved through the attitudes of stillness that capture surrendered trust, creates
the inner still point or inner sanctum that has the quality of transcendence. In transcendence, a life
form supersedes or evolves beyond its prior state. We are now transcending linear change, and moving
even beyond transcendence, to resurrected being.
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